






Enlighten Society through Holistic Education
Vision



INTERPRETATION OF THE EMBLEM
Motto: “Meliora” is the Latin root word for “meliorate”. Its literal meaning is “better”. In effect, 
it means to grow better in physique, spirit and intellect {not necessarily in that order}.
Concept: The emblem is built around the origin and aspirations of the college.
The body of the emblem can be broken down into:
1.  Base
 It is made of pillars, ending in a stylized “keci ke” {symbolic beams of a traditional house}. 

The pillars, which are united by this, represent the sponsor villages which unanimously 
support and nurture the college. This means the college was established through the 
initiative of the public. The upper portion of the ‘kecike’ is scooped into the concave to 
subtent and hold the head.

2.  Head
 The head consists of two circles in gold[refer to the significance of the color below]. It contains an opened book, above which is a dove. The book 

represents knowledge and development of the intellect/mind. The white dove, the bearer of peace, also signifies freedom; liberation from fears 
and shackles originating from ignorance.

COLORS AND THEIR MEANINGS
Green  :  The Emblem is predominant green. This color denotes regeneration, growth, fertility of the mind and continuity. Besides, it is the official 
  color of Pfutsero Town.
Blue   :  Blue color signifies clarity of thought, efficiency and adeptness arising from enlightenment.
Gold  :  Gold is an everlasting symbol of anything noble, pure and majestic. The gold, encompassing all other   components of the emblem, may be 
  taken to mean all undertakings of the college are guided and prompted by these ideals. The strong, sweeping lines may also mean confidence 
  and determination.

An attempt has been made to maintain an overall balance of the design such that, if it were solid block, it would stand on its own. The emblem relies 
on minimal embellishments and economy of components and colors.

N.B: The head is more oval then a perfect circle due to aesthetic considerations [ An oval looks more appealing].
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EDITORIAL TEAM

Kezuvehu Khamo

Thupuruyo Hesuh

Neipre-ü Theluo

Mhabeni W

Khrieneikuo Zumu

With a successful assessment of the college by NAAC on 17th and 18th September 2019, there was satisfaction and mental 
comfort all over with a sense of gratitude to Almighty God and all the stake holders and partners. In the process of 
college undergoing assessment, lot of efforts, hardwork and dedication were rendered by all.

This 8th Edition of the College Annual Magazine ‘MIND ESCAPE’ is a tribute to all those who are a part of the momentous 
moment in the history of the College. ‘Mind Escape’ provides psychological escape from thoughts of everyday life 
immersing the readers for a while.

The Editorial Team have the honor to present varieties of poetry, information and inspirational articles with lot of 
memories in the form of pictures. 

Happy Reading!

E D I T O R I A L





It gives me immense pleasure that the College Magazine Committee is coming out with the 
college magazine under the theme ‘Mind Escape’. The theme is quite apt in the present 
context because following the hectic academic activities and the hustle and bustle in the 
preparation for NAAC assessment, the students are finally given the opportunity to relax, 
think and showcase their creative literary skills. 

We create a social environment that helps our students learn and succeed in life. We 
encourage high academic standards and have high expectation of discipline from our 
students. At the same time, we expect the students to learn the true education from the 

F R O M  T H E  P R I N C I P A L’ S  D E S K

study in college, like the butterflies cherry picking the nectar from the flowers.

The first ever NAAC accreditation of the college in the recent time has brought laurels to our college. The success 
will give a window of opportunity tothe institution to undergo infrastructural development in the coming four years. 
However, let us not remain complacent, but strive even harder to achieve greater heights.

The recent signing of MOU between the IGNOU and our college for the establishment of IGNOU study centre in our 
college will usher in an era of higher educational development. The establishment of Study Centre will be a dream 
comes true for many people in the region, who have no hope of continuing their higher educational studies.

At length, I congratulate the Magazine Committee members on their successful publication of the magazine and also 
wish all the students all success in their future endeavors.

Dr. MOANOCHET LONGCHAR
Principal



M Y  E X P E R I E N C E   I N
C O L L E G E  A S  A   T E A C H E R

My long-cherished dream to become a teacher one day came true in 1986. To become a teacher one day was 
a dream which was already conceived in my mind when I was still studying in class two at my village primary 
school. That same dream did not diminish even when I was doing my Post Graduate studies at NEHU. The day 
on which my Department organized its Freshers Function, I was asked by one of my professors as to what I 
wanted to become after my studies, and to which I replied: “I want to become ‘The Village School Master’ like 
the one as penned by the English Poet Oliver Goldsmith”. There was a moment of laughter because most of 
all at that time were familiar with that poem. But then, till that time, my dream was to become a teacher at 
school level and not at the college level. But driven by unexplainable reason, I joined this College and now 
I consider that to be through God’s plan.

With a lot of shortcomings, in terms of both learning and techniques of teaching, but burning with zeal 
and determination I entered this college in the later part of June, 1986. And after a few days of entering 
the class, the pioneer Principal (Late Weprenyi Kapfo) asked me as to whether I was feeling satisfied with 
my own performance in classes and to which I gave the reply in the negative. Then to my surprise and 
encouragement he told me that I could become a good teacher in course of time.

Being inexperienced, in the beginning,
I was not so sure about myself at times as to whether my students were enjoying my class or not. But, on the 
other hand, I did not experience any unpleasant situation in the classes for want of discipline. In the late 
1990s I found a lot of joy with teaching some batches of students as they had demonstrated the desire to 
learn from their teachers. And the joy for being a teacher is the time when some good and sincere students 
come forward and shower compliments for what we are doing for them.

- MEDOZU MERO,  Assistant Professor & Vice Principal



In the College history, prior to 2000, no one with First Division used to seek admission in this college and even Second 
Division also was so rare. Yet still as teachers we had to struggle to bring good result to the college. A few times, of 
course, university results were disappointing but for most of the years the results were good and for that reason there 
was no tendency on our part to develop any inferiority complex even when we meet friends from other colleges, or 
when we approached the higher authorities. Whenever Board and the University results were declared, we make sure 
that we compare our result with other counterparts, such as Phek college, Kohima College, Patkai College and with 
other district colleges and we always try to find out where we stand amongst these colleges in the state.

For a few years, from 1991 to 1995, I moved down to my Village School as Headmaster on Government appointment 
with better salary. But then I soon discovered that there was no job satisfaction in my new place of work. The service 
that I was rendering to the students from class IV to VIII level was just a waste of time and energy for me as I could not 
see any bright future for the students whom I was teaching. This situation reminded me of one saying: “We can stop a 
horse from drinking water but we cannot induce it to drink when it is not thirsty”. The passion and the desire to learn 
on the part of the student is an essential quality while imparting education but if that is found wanting, then nothing 
much can be done by the best teacher also. But one thing which I had gained in experience, while being there, was that 
of learning to speak better Grammar. During my five years sojourn there, I taught Grammar to young students and it 
was a good experience for me as that had given me more confidence afterward in dealing with college level students. 
In that aspect I was benefited.

Even when I was to leave the college at the end of 1990, no farewell program was arranged for me, norany gift was given 
to me. On the contrary, I was asked to continue in the college on part time basis with a salary of Rs.1000/- per month. 
And I made myself available for at least two times in a week and take up two consecutive classes on those days. It was 
strange but true that no one was appointed to fill my place. And towards the end of the fifth year, I was asked by Sir 
Lalboi to come back and become the Vice Principal. I resigned from my school as Head Master and joined the college 
once again from the beginning of 1996. To quit the government job andto work in a private run institution with lesser 
salary and with no job security was a difficult choice and yet I took a bold decision and quitted. I was happy that none 
of my family members had raised serious objection for the decision I was taking then. And in those days, I never even 



thought that the government would one day take over the college, as the government had already taken over Phek 
College by then; rather, in reality, I was only trying to run away from the government service. But God had a better thing 
in store for me and He had constrained me to serve our people through this college.

As a local teacher,I was made to be involved in the management aspect of this college also since the time I joined it. And 
with the passage of time I had developed much emotional attachment to this college– the feeling of “this is my college” 
became stronger and stronger. But when the 10+2 level was to be physically delinked from the college level, at that 
point of time we were confronted with the very survival question of the college. At that critical and decisive moment, 
Mr. Neiba Kronu, knowing its predicament and future implications, took all the necessary initiative and enabled it to 
be taken over by the Government in 2009. I know that it was not an easy task for him to make that to happen, because 
as per norm, the government was able to take over only one college from a district. But still he could make it happen 
and for which I am perpetually grateful to him. And in this, our community as a whole should be grateful to him from 
our hearts.

In teaching profession, there is one experience which brings us encouragement, and that is the special regard that we 
used to receive from a special group of people from the government: they are the IAS officers. To my knowledge and 
observations, most of the IAS officers who were posted to the District and with whom I had encountered were found to 
be very humble and respectful of the teachers and because of which I have special regard and admiration for them till 
today. If not for special compliments that we receive from some special people like them, or some few learned people, 
or the sincere and the bright students, this teaching profession could become uninteresting and monotonous.

In the course of my teaching career spanning over thirty years, I have come to have a conviction that knowledge of the 
subject alone does not make a person as a good teacher nor is it the most important one for a teacher.For a teacher 
does not merely teach his subject. He imparts more of his life than the subject which he teaches because the students 
will forget most of the things which he teaches about the subject but they will never forget certain values that he 
imparts to them through his life. One may tend to disagree with me on this but that is my conviction of being a teacher. 
There are other more important things which a teacher must possess and teach his students and,as I go on further, 



my conviction in this is only becoming stronger. A teacher must possess a sound values system and the same need to 
be exhibited and transmitted in terms of positive attitude, strong emotional intelligence, moral courage, fairness and 
impartiality, honesty, sincerity, hard work, sound judgement, etc. Knowledge itself must be built on these foundations. 
A teacher’s knowledge of the subject may be inadequate yet,if he is imbibed with the right attitude, he can motivate 
and inspire the best students as well as the poor students to do better and better in life. But if the teacher’s attitude 
is not in the positive, then he can cause much harm even to the best students as well. So then, a good teacher is to be 
rated or judged in terms of how he is able to motivate his students to do better in life and not in terms of how much he 
knows about his subject.And that is also the reason why in all of the UGC sponsored Orientation Courses and Refresher 
Courses for the university and college teachers,we were taught not to teach only the subjects but also other things 
which are important and useful for the students as well as for human society. 

A teacher also needs to play the role of a good counsellor. And to be able to perform that role, one must understand 
the background and the understanding level of his students. A teacher who is not equipped with that knowledge 
cannot effectively communicate the desired message to his students who are in need. That is the reason why a teacher 
must be imbibed with emotional intelligence. In this regard I will not hesitate to say that if this college was able to 
produce a consistent good result in the past years, then it is due to counselling work. After every pre-promotion and 
pre-selection, we categorized the students based on their performance in those examinations and then we resort to 
counselling the poor performers. Going by experience, L.T. Singsit, the former Principal, was found to be well equipped 
with that task and every time when the weaker students were called together for special counselling works, he would 
always involve me. We take turns in counselling them and on several sessions both the students as well as we became 
quite emotional as well. We didn’t restrain ourselves from scolding them, and may be, sometimes we had scolded 
them even more than their own parents did for them.  One reason for which we get angry with our students was that 
of ignoring the importance of internal examination and wanted to study hard only for the final examination - as if 
studying for internal examinations were a sort of doing a favor for their teachers. Yet for the love of our young ones, we 
tried our best to straighten them. But, of course, we did that with utmost care so that they did not become discourage. 
We also make sure that we end our counselling session with prayer. And as a teacher, I believe that counselling should 
be given an important place in teaching profession.



We once encountered one unusual incident in the history of our college which I do not forget and I want to mention 
it for the benefit of the students. If I have not mistaken, it was in 1992 that we detained 19 of our students in the 
selection examination(in those days that was a big number for one class). It happened this way: a few of those 
detained students had mobilized their other friends and they came in group to persuade us to let them write the final 
examination.But they also came with great humility and they persisted with their demand and they didn’t want to go 
back. They even came up with bold assertion that if they were given the chance to write the examination, they would 
then compete with those already selected by us. It was already late evening, already 7or 8 pm. Then finally we said 
OK but with some conditions. The conditions were:  security deposit of Rs 600/- and sacrifice of their winter vacation. 
And they all kept their promises - they all passed except one (one could not manage due to some special reasons 
and it was not entirely his fault). Of course, we also sacrifice our winter holiday that year. A study camp was organized 
in January and prior to that time I went around from house to house for surprise checking even late into the night 
to find out whether they were really serious with their studies. And in that mission,I even received an insult from a 
candidate who was seeking his re-election, thinking that I was going against him.  An important lesson to be learnt 
from here is that it is not the brightness on the part of a student which is most important but that of sheer hard work 
and discipline which matters the most in students’ study career. What I had learnt from experience over the years was 
that many students had passed their final examinations from this college though our expectations on them were not 
very optimistic.
 
The first and foremost aim of education is to enable a person to become a good citizen. Since this is the accepted aim 
of all educations, the society also has every right to expect the teachers to be in possession of certain moral qualities. 
When we become a teacher, we are no longer an ordinary person but ipso facto become the conscience of our society. 



People may choose to ignore us or may show no respect for our role or contribution, yet by that our impact on the 
society will not diminish or can be erased. We know for sure that the contribution made by each teacher will differ from 
person to person and some may even made negative contribution as well. And in view of the important position that 
we hold in the society we need to have courage to say as to what is right and what is wrong which is consistent with 
the aspired value system of our society.

Throughout the whole length of my service career I had been telling to different batches of students that we as 
teachers have no right to be partial in our dealing with them in all matters. We treat all of our students like our own 
children in one way. And when it comes to academic matters, like deciding the result, we maintain our integrity. Further, 
I even used to tell the students that I am too afraid to be partial or to entertain any wrong motive towards the students 
because as a teacher if I fail in that respect then God will surely punish me more severely than others.

Being a teacher has been a joy and blessing to me always since the day I started this journey. And the greatest 
happiness that I experience in life is the time when I meet the sincere and good students and also that of seeing my 
former students who are also happy and doing well in their own field. Another reason for my happiness is that, both 
of my children, who were also once students of this college and studied under me, also have joined the teaching 
profession in different institutions after completing their Ph.D. degrees. My earnest prayer and moral support to this 
College will continue even when I take my exit from here the next year.



I am glad to know that the Pfutsero Government College is bringing out an annual magazine under the theme “Mind 
Escape” on March 2020. It is a pride to see the regular highlighting of the college activities annually, which shows the 
efficiencies of the faculties, students and the other staffs of the institution. 

I wish the publication of the annual magazine a success.

NEIBA KRONU 
Minister 

Planning & Co-ordination, 
Land Revenue & Parliamentary Affairs 

Nagaland : Kohima

(NEIBA KRONU)

Message



Message

BAPTIST THEOLOGICAL COLLEGE
Affiliated to the Senate of Serampore College Government

Registered No. EDS/THE/13/89
T.   Chikri, Pfütsero, Phek 797107 Nagaland 

Ph: +91 87946 92373   email: principal1btc@gmail.com
web: www.btcnagaland.edu.in

It gives me great joy to be writing this message on behalf of Baptist Theological College, Pfutsero. Congratulations on 
bringing out the annual magazine of the College. The labor involved in producing such a document is immense and I 
extend my sincere appreciation to the team. 

The theme of the magazine, “Mind Escape”, may have been conceptualized with a particular objective. But I wish not to 
comment on it for fear of misinterpreting it. 

Suffice it to say that I wish the Magazine Committee the best and look forward to sustaining the relationship between 
BTC and PGC in the days ahead. 

DR EYINGBENI HÜMTSOE-NIENU 
Principal



(PHULESHE K. YEPTHOMI)
Additional Deputy Commissioner, Pfutsero

“I am privileged and honoured to be given this opportunity to write a Message for the Annual Magazine 2020 of the 
Pfutsero Government College under the theme ‘Mind Escape’. As I pen down a few thoughts of mine, it takes me back 
to my college days. This stage of life is full of vibrancy, energy and competition. It is a time of intellect-mingling at the 
highest level. And today, a time has come where one needs to think ‘out-of-the-box’ apart from being just working 
hard to excel and be at the top.

I sincerely urge all the students to make the best use of all the resources available and gain as much as one can. I 
wish the Pfutsero Government College the very best in achieving great heights academically and the Editors of the 
College Annual Magazine a grand success”.

Message



(KHOSHETO D. VADEO)
Vice President,

Pfutsero Government College Student Union

It gives me an immense pleasure to pen down a word of congratulation to the editorial board of the college magazine 
for successfully publishing the Annual Magazine of the Pfutsero Government College .I also extend thanks to all the 
contributors of articles and poems who have made it possible in bringing out this College Annual Magazine. May 
Almighty God grand you knowledge and more wisdom so that readers will be benefited and be enlightened from your 
insights and valuable writings.

The college activities both curricular and extra-curricular have been on rise. The qualities of activities is also improving. 
The college has introduced smart boards for interactive classes, digital library and have been NAAC assessed perhaps 
first of its kind. The factors indicate that we are keeping pace with the changing needs of technological inputs.

As an outgoing student executive, I would like to wish all those have been part of this inspiring journey. We should 
remember that, it is a small things that confluent together to bring out a masterpiece. Through education is what we 
strive for and with this effort is highly appreciated in achieving that goal.
Long live “Meliora”

Gratitude





IQAC was established on 10th April 2013. Since then the cell is working for NAAC 
Assessment for ensuring quality education. On 3rd April 2019, the NAAC office approved 
IQAC [Institutional Information for Quality Assessment] and the institution uploaded 
SSR [Self Study Report] on 10th July 2019 for the 1st cycle. The NAAC office, Bengaluru 
had scheduled 17th and 18th September 2019 for NAAC Peer Team visit. A team of three 
members, Professor Mohd. Muzammil as Chairman, Professor Debarshi Prasad Nath as 
member Co-ordinator and Dr. James Zorema as member. Though the college is crippled 
with various infrastructural facilities such as insufficient land area in the present campus, 
lack of sports facilities and no hostel facilities for students, the college managed to be 

BRIEF REPORT ON NAAC ASSESSMENT

NEICHUPE KAPFO
Co-ordinator

NAAC Steering Committee

ready for the Assessment with the hard-work, dedication and selfless services rendered by the students, staff and 
the community as a whole and scored Grade B with CGPA of 2.27. The NAAC Peer Team recommend the college for 
an urgent need of a language lab, immediate need of renovating the old wooden structure infrastructure of the 
present campus and to upgrade library.

I am deeply grateful to all those ministers, Alumni Association, Parent-Teacher Association, stake holders, Pfutsero 
Town Colonies, different Organizations and individuals and not forgetting the staff and the students of the Pfutsero 
College for their selfless services. My special thanks to the NAAC Steering Committee without whom it would not be 
possible. Above all, I give thanks to Almighty God for the success of the Assessment.

God bless us all, MELIORA.



I am humbled and honored to have served as General Secretary for tenure 2019-2020. 
It was a great experience and a big challenge I faced with pleasure. With outmost joy, I 
leave this footprint in terms of report for the session of 2019-2020.

ACTIVITIES
1. The 24th PGCSU election was held in February 18, 2019 with Sir Nuveta Khesoh as the 

Chief Election Commissioner.
2. Shri. Temjen Imna Along, Minister of Higher and Technical Education, visited the 

college and assured the students for better education.

GENERAL SECRETARY REPORT (PGCSU)

3. On 6th March 2019, four ANCSU officials visited the college and talked about students’ grievances in Nagaland.
4. Farewell of Madam Chandani, HOD of English Department was organized by the students and faculty members of 

the college on 7th March 2019.
5. The college observed 37th Parting Social with Shri Neichute Doulo, CEO Coordinator Entrepreneur Associates and 

Standing Committee CSO, NITI AAYOG, as the Guest Speaker 20th March 2019.
6. ‘Aspire to Inspire’, the annual college magazine was successfully released on 20th March 2019.
7. Students of Pfutsero Government College went for fund raise on 27th April 2019 in order to participate in the first 

Inter- Government College Olympic.
8. 50 students along with two teacher escorts attended and participated in the first Inter-Government College Olympic 

held from 1st to 5th May 2019 at Kohima College, Kohima. Pfutsero 
9. Government College observed World Environment Day Cum Paper Bag Making Training under the theme ‘ Beat Air 

Pollution and Save the Earth’, organized by Pfutsero Town Council in Collaboration with NSS on 5th June 2019.
10. The college observed its 37th Freshers’ Day on 27th July 2019 with Shri. Katho P.Awomi, President ANCSU under the 

theme ‘Fueling Purpose with Passion’.
11. Three PGCSU executive members [Khosheto D. Vadeo, Pfuzoto Tetseo and Lelhi Mero] represented the college and 

attended 40th ANCSU Foundation Day cum Felicitation Day in Kohima on 24th August 2019.



12. The college observed Cultural Day on 24th August 2019 with the theme ‘Retaining Originality’, with Dr. Moanochet 
Longchar, Principal PGCP as the Speaker.

13. Pfutsero Government College observed its first Teachers’ Day on 5th September 2019 and awarded the best teacher 
and student.

14. The college observed 2 days mock drill for NAAC Assessment with Dr. Behera on 6th and 7th September 2019.
15. The NAAC peer team visited the college on 17th and 18th September 2019 with Dr. Mohd Muzammil as its Chairman, Dr. 

Debarshi Nath as its member Coordinator and Dr. James Zorema as its member, to assess the college.
16. On 1st October 2019, the students and staffs of Pfutsero Government College organized farewell for Vice Principal, 

Shri. Lalboi T. Singsit who served the College for 35 years.
17. 25 Delegates along with one teacher escort attended the 19th Biennial Conference ANCSU at Zunheboto Government 

College from 5th-9th November 2019.
18. Career Counselling for 6th Semester students was conducted by Roselle Mero, Managing Director, The People Channel, 

Dimapur, Nagaland.
19. 37th Annual Games and Sports week was held from 19th-23th November 2019 with Shri. Colo Mero, Director, Life Ministry, 

Nagaland as its Guest Speaker.
20. Two days Career Counselling and Placement Cell was conducted by Pfutsero Government College in collaboration 

with YOUTHNET for 6th Semester students from 29th-30th November 2019.
21. Phek District Legal Service Authority conducts one hour Legal Awareness programme on NALSA Scheme on 30th 

November 2019.
22. The College observed its 37th Literary Day on 15th February under the theme “Uniqueness in Creativity” with Shri. 

Medozü Mero as its Guest Speaker.

ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Pfutsero Government College won 14 medals in the first Inter-Government Colleges Olympic at Kohima College, 

Kohima.
2. Chope-ü Lasushe of 3th Semester got the title of Miss Talented in Miss Phek 2019.
3 Pfutsero Government College got Grade B in NAAC Assessment that took place from 17 and 18 September 2019.
4. The Union upgraded the Kitchen wares for the students’ use.

KHROTO-Ü KAPFO, General Secretary (2019-20)



EDUCATIONAL TOUR TO SIKKIM
Five young and energetic historian of 4th and 6th 
Semester went for an educational tour to Sikkim 
from 16thto 22nd January 2020. As a student of history, 
the knowledge on the historical background of 
every new places that we stepped in, is the Prior 
vision of every individual. Before I take you into the 
incredible experiences, let me give you a little gist 
on the historical background of ‘Sikkim’.

The kingdom of Sikkim was founded by the 
Namgyal dynasty in the 17th century. It was ruled 
by a Buddhist Priest king known as Chagyal. Sikkim 
borders Tibet in the North and North East, Bhutan 
in the East, Nepal in the west and west Bengal in 
the South. It is in the least populous and second 
smallest among the Indian states. It became a 
princely state of British India in 1890.

JOURNEY TO THE WONDERLAND
Our journey started from Dimapur railway station on 16th January. Our train journey certainly is a wonderfully joyous 
moment. We were filled with a feeling of intense excitement. It created an aura which cannot be experienced with 
other types of journey. Our train journey from Dimapur to Siliguri was 23-24 hours duration. However we enjoyed every 
minute of it, Inspite of the journey being so long. As out train stop at New Jalpaiguri, our delightful train journey came 
to an end.



Our amusement greatly rises as we can see the mountains of Sikkim draw closer. As we carry on with our destination, 
we met a picturesque, breath taking, ‘River Teesta; beautiful water flowing, the cool breeze blowing, tall trees waving 
and welcoming us and we were walking at the bank of the river. It was a scene of great joy.

And finally, we reach our destination after long journey. We moved to Rumtek Plato home stay, few kilometre away from 
the busyness and madness of Gangtok yet not too far to make you feel as you are in a remote area. We experienced 
brilliant spot with its breath taking view. 

The first day begin with our visit to RumtekMonastry, Dharmachakra Centre, It is a focal point for the sectarian tensions 
within the Karma Kagyu School of Tibetan Bhuddhism,which was founded by Wangchuk Dorje, 9th Karma. Here, we 
learned that, in every Bhuddhist family the eldest or the youngest have to enroll in the monastery which was the 
tradition passed down to them by their forefathers.

After that, we visit the Jawaharlal Nehru Botanical Garden which is located nearby the Rumtek Monastery. It is quite big 
and well maintained. There are several varieties of botanical species , making it a ‘TREAT’ for the plant lovers .It is an 
enchanting and soothing experience among the lush green stock of vegetation .There are number of rare plants and 
trees and even certain species of Himalayan flowers and orchids.
Right after that, we headed to Tashi view point where we became Sikkimese for a moment, putting on their traditional 
dresses and enjoyed ourselves .Our first day experience at Gangtok ended with the visit to Tashi view point.

On the second day, we visited the flower exhibition centre, it is a ‘FEAST’ to our eyes. The orchids were in full bloom 
when we visited. Other than this,there were Chrysanthemums,Bluevendar and many more. We were told that the 
people showcases flowers from different parts of Sikkim together under a single roof which makes it a heaven for all 
the nature lovers. Right after that we visited the M.G Marg or the Mahatma Gandhi Road, the main marketing area for 
tourist, we could hardly believe in our eyes, the shops were in que selling varieties of items, luxurious restaurants 
and many more. The entire area is free of litter, smoke and vehicle. It is a pedestrian, only zone and vehicles on this 
approximately 1km stretch of the road. We can also experience the Ropeway- Great cable car ride, this was one of 

History Departm
ent



the greatest attraction. It is a double Cable Lig Pack ropeway. The whole of township from Deorali Bazaar to M.G Marg 
can be seen, the amazing views of Kangchenjunga snow peaks and valleys. The best way to get the sense of calm and 
serenity in Gangtok is by taking a ride on a cable car.

The last day of our stay at Gangtok was the most memorable day. Some 40kms away from the capital Gangtok, was the 
‘Changu Lake’ also known as ‘Tsongo Lake’ glacial lake in the East Sikkim. The lake was surrounded by steep mountains 
which were covered with snow. Alas! Zillions of snowflakes dancing in perfect synchronizations thudding against the 
ground. It was like a dream that comes true. The awaited moment have just arrived. The zeal that we have were just at 
its peak. Everyone was filled with joy, we gazed at one another and whispered slowly…. Is this a dream?  No… Its reality. 
Over Joy knows no bounds. Experiencing snowflakes with our own naked eye was just next to paradise.

Our journey at wonderland ends here, coming towards the last pages of wonderful journey is always painful. We missed 
the wonderful people and this beautiful town second to Pfutsero. Varieties of vegetables and fruits available here at 
Pfutsero like cabbage, mustard leave, peas, gauna, orange and many more were also grown there.

This wonderful journey, amazing people and the beautiful moments will always remain with us forever in our hearts.

NEIKUTE-Ű VENUH
B.A 6th Semester



The Sociology Dept. of 6th Semester visited Gangtok , Sikkim with a number of 7 students along with two Asst. Professors 
from 8th-12th January 2020.

Our tour started on 8th January, from Dimapur in the evening, we travelled by train from Dimapur to NJP, Siliguri. We 
reached NJP on the next day, 9th of January in the morning around 8:15 am. Our train journey filled us with a feeling of 
intense excitement.

We departed from NJP by taxi to Gangtok. On our way, we met the natural darling which is ferocious and beautiful 
at the same time, “THE RIVER TEESTA”, so called the “Life-line of Sikkim”. No words can describe the beauty of the 
phenomenon river Teesta. The blueish green beauty just took our hearts away. We couldn’t avoid her wild attraction, 
so we stopped to feel its beauty and took some photos.

TOUR DIARY

We reached our destination on a sunny noon, of 
which one of our Naga Missionary in Gangtok and 
his family were so kind and generous to receive us 
with a great hospitality, making us feel like we’re 
home. Spent a wonderful night there and hoped for 
another beautiful day.

On the next day, i. e, 10th of January, we visited 5 
beautiful places, bean with the ‘Banjakhri Falls’ 
which is known as ‘Energy Park’. It is a recreation 
center and tourist attraction near Gangtok. This 
attraction is paid but well maintained. A natural 

Sociology Departm
ent



water fall around which a beautiful garden/Park has come up by virtue of intelligent landscape. The surrounding forests 
and hills are breathtaking beautiful. After that we headed towards “Tashi view point”. So fresh air for deep breath and 
lost in the moment of that bliss. Again we headed to the “Ganesh Tok” which is located near to the “Tashi view point”. It 
is also one of the most popular attractions of Gangtok. The view point is the perfect gateway which left us mesmerized 
by its scenic beauty. The best part here was we got opportunity to wear the traditional dress of Sikkimese, which are 
given on rent. Took pictures in beautiful costumes gave us such a memorable experience. We then visited the “Spooky 
House”which almost scared us to death. A smoke machine set up, creepy music and ghosts hooked up to machines that 
would follow us. The more we walked along, the more the feeling sank in the like we were going to die that very day. 
The more we shouted, the more they scared us. After the “Spooky House”, we headed towards to “Hanuman Tok”, the 
temple of lord Hanuman where the prayer bells hang over from above, prayer chants and religious music were playing 
through the fitted audio speakers.

Now we headed down to our last explore of our first day, the Flower Exhibition Centre which hold the annual orchids 
show. Inside the area is not very large but it has amazing collections of flowers of many different types. The place is 
ideal for great photography amongst colourful flowers and shrubs. It was such a pleasure to visit it.

After a long awaited day, we headed towards to our home stay. The dinner got us ready, we all had crunchy bites and 
delicious cuisines. We got to take a leisurely stroll to MG Road which is known as the “Heart of Gangtok”. It is out of 
bounds for vehicular traffic and can be visited only on foot. The road is lived up with glittering shops, restaurants, cafes 
and bars along both sides. MG Road got all our 3 nights to take a leisurely stroll or just sit on the benches and revel 
in the eclectic ambience and spying over the handsome and skinny guys. The fourth day of our tour, 11th of January 
was one of the most memorable days during our visit to Sikkim. The Buddha Park of Rawangla in South Sikkim which 
is situated 65 km distance from the state capital of Gangtok. The statue of Buddha was consecrated on 25th March 2013 
by the 14th Dalai Lama and became a stop on the “Himalayan Buddhist Circuit”. It is huge and unique and the entire 
complex is neat and clean, very well maintained, so serene and peaceful. A temple under it with a small statue of Lord 
Buddha and the walls are painted depicting the whole life story of Lord Buddha. The prayer wheels, the colorful prayer 
flags, huge decorated pots filled with water, the slow playing chant of “Buddham Sharanam Gachhami” and the golden 



Buddha Statue shinning in the sunlight with a backdrop of Kanchenjungga makes the place look like heaven.

A must visit place in Ravangla, South Sikkim where we can easily spend 2-3 hours enjoying the serenity.

We explored the shops of all corners of the Buddha Park, Rawangla and out of all things there, the only thing that filled 
our packs were YAK CHEESE, CHHURAPI.

We never would have imagined returning home after such a refreshing and interesting tour. We left Gangtok on 12th of 
January in the morning and headed back to our way home. Gangtok, the safest place, a God gifted place surrounded by 
natural beauty and caring, peace loving people. 

We missed you and it will forever be in our hearts.
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Name : THUJOSULÜ  KAPFO
Contact : +91 8131907924
Dept. : Sociology
email :

Name     : MEVE-Ü  TSÜZÜH
Contact  : +91 69099 39110
Dept. : English
email :

Name : SETSULÜ LOHE
Contact : +91 70858 65458
Dept. : Sociology
email     : azonelohe@gmail.com

Name    : LHICHE-Ü LOMI
Contact  : +91 70056 92703
Dept. : Education
email : lhicheulomi@gmail.com

Name : KUVEKHOLÜ KEZO
Contact : +91 93665 49139
Dept. : English
email : 

Name : SEZHOLÜ  LASETSO
Contact : +91 84148 59981
Dept. : Education
email : laseazho@gmail.com

SENIORS PROFILE

Name     : LINÜWE-Ü KHUTSO
Contact  : +91 6009093994
Dept. : History
email : awelekhutso98@gmail.com

Name : VEWUPE-Ü  TSÜZÜH
Contact : +91  8837011362
Dept. : English
email : 



SENIORS PROFILE

Name : MHECHETE-Ü TERO
Contact : +91  76408 40089
Dept. : Sociology
email : cheltero1999@gmal.com

Name : NEIKUTE-Ü VENUH
Contact : +91 98629 79699
Dept. : History
email : venuhneikuteu@gmail.com

Name : MENU-Ü MERO
Contact : +91 8837220098
Dept. : History
email :

Name : VESANÜLÜ TETSEO
Contact : +91  8837037987
Dept. : General
email : vesanulutetseo@gmail.com

Name : NYIISOWE-II KAPFO
Contact : +91  90892 54990
Dept. : General
email : 

Name : TSIITSHOWE-Ü MEDO
Contact : +91 90777 62983
Dept. : Sociology
email : 

Name : PELO-Ü KOZA 
Contact : +91 98621 97830
Dept. : English
email : pelokoza@gmail.com

Name : KUTSO-Ü NGACHU
Contact : +91 70858 03701
Dept. : Political Science
email     : atshoweungachu@gmail.com



Name : KEWELHITSHO-Ü RITSE 
Contact : +91 87876 73866
Dept. : English
email :

Name : ARTI KUMARI
Contact : +91 90896 54836
Dept. : Sociology
email : roshnithakru834@gmail.com

Name : WEPRE-Ü THERIE
Contact : +91 87319 49104
Dept. : General
email : wepreutherie@gmail.com

Name : MESEWEKO-Ü LACHII
Contact : +91 87876 91903
Dept. : General
email : meseweekou@gmail.com

Name : MEDOTSOLO-Ü THERIE
Contact : +91 89749 61179
Dept. : General
email : aloletherie1234@gmail.com

Name : MÜZESÜLÜ TETSEO
Contact : +919862 981400
Dept. : English
email :

Name : NEIWOUTE-ü KHUPFU
Contact : +91 90897 88322
Dept. : General
email : awulekhupfu@gmail.com

Name : VEKOTE-Ü TSÜZÜH
Contact : +91  84148 59079
Dept. : English
email     : 

SENIORS PROFILE



SENIORS PROFILE

Name : KHROTO-Ü KAPFO
Contact : +91 90894 33124
Dept. : English
email : khrotoukapfo@gmail.com

Name : WELHILO-Ü NARO
Contact : +91 70853 85074
Dept. : History
email : Welhiloun@gmail.com

Name : BILÜ DAZO
Contact : +91 84150 67831
Dept. : Tenyidie
email :

Name : ANÜSALÜ CURHAH
Contact : +91 76309 79282
Dept. : Tenyidie
email : 

Name : NYIISOWE-ü KAPFO
Contact : +91 70059 39780
Dept. : Sociology
email : mhecheu768@gmail.com

Name : KESONYI KAPFO
Contact : +91 76309 79244
Dept. : General
email : 

Name : VEKHOLÜ TETSEO 
Contact : +91 74230 80235
Dept. : Political Science
email : vevekhokho@gmail.com

Name : VIKHEHO LOHE
Contact : +91 87299 99536
Dept. : Sociology
email : vikheholohe@gmail.com



Name : KUDE KROME 
Contact : +91 87320 61217
Dept. : History
email :

Name : WEPRE-Ü THERIE
Contact : +91 87319 49104
Dept. : General
email : wemerox@gmail.com

Name : WETSO MERO
Contact : +91 93663 62013
Dept. : Political Science
email : 

Name : ZIILHIKHRO LACHÜ
Contact : +91 87874 42650
Dept. : English
email : akhro12@gmail.com

Name : NEIKULO WETSA
Contact : +91 93668 12506
Dept. : Political Science
email : neikulowetsa@gmail.com

Name : RUDUKHO NYEKHA
Contact : +91 81328 84598
Dept. : History
email :

Name : WERIKHRO MERO
Contact : +91 98623 43875
Dept. : Economics
email : nakro@gmail.com

Name : ZEWEKHRO TSUHA
Contact : +91 76309 79287
Dept. : Education
email : zewekhrotsuha@gmail.com

Name : DELO CHURAH
Contact : +91 70053 30458
Dept. : Political Science
email : 

SENIORS PROFILE

Name : PRETE KAPFO
Contact : +91 88372 18368
Dept. : Sociology
email : 



SENIORS PROFILE

Name : DETO NARO
Contact : +91 98743 43619
Dept. : General
email : otedoran@gmail.com

Name : VETSÜTO DASAI
Contact : +91  
Dept. : Sociology
email :

Name : POTO KEZO
Contact : +91 88372 22604
Dept. : English
email : potokezo39@gmail.com

Name : TSHODE LOSOU
Contact : +91 81320 85363
Dept. : History
email : 

Name : KHOSHETO D VADEO
Contact : +91 87877 26256
Dept. : Political Science
email : khoshetodvadeo@gmail.com

Name : VERHIYI LOHE
Contact : +91 88374 27983
Dept. : Economics
email : 

Name : WETHA KROME
Contact : +91 96125 00031
Dept. : English
email : athakrome@gmail.com

Name : PEWE AKAMI
Contact : +91
Dept. : Education
email : 

Name : RHEO LEA
Contact : +91 93660 05099
Dept. : History
email : 



Construction of new toilets. - NEIKUTEII VENUH 

Better environment which 

matters a lot towards better 

education. Better environment 

better tomorrow. 

- SHEZHOLU LASETSO

What is the

most urgent need
of our college

according to you?

The most urgent need is our college will be bigger campus where all the facilities can be provided and where all the students can be accommodated. - KHOSHETO D VADEO

Upgrading of 
the college 

infrastructure. - VERHIYI LOHE

We all wish to have sufficient bathroom.- NEIWOUTEII KHUPFUA bigger canteen. 
- PELOII KOZA



Canteen is one of my favorite 
spot in college. We come to 

college for education but with 
hungry stomach the students 

tends to lost concentration and I 
am one of it. Everyone knows a 
hungry man is an angry man. 

- SEZHOLU LASETSO

Which is your

favorite spot in
the college campus?

Why?

Canteen, because 
this is the place 
that gives me a 

sense your home 
away from home, 
whether there is 
free class or not, 
there is always a 
mass bunk for a 
cup of tea and a 

plate sinju. 
- SETSIILII LOHE

Definitely canteen. 

Why? Because 

physical and 

emotional batteries 

are charged. 

- KHROTOII KAPFO

Outside seats 
get the best 

sunbath after 
the lone stay in 

the class. 
- RHEO LEA

The best spot for me is 
the library. I love this 
spot because it gives 
me better knowledge, 

understanding and 
better tips for studying. 
- NEIWOUTEÜ KHUPFU

Canteen as it is 
refreshing and give 
a beautiful view of 
my college and the 

surroundings.
- ZEWEKHRO TSUHA

My favorite spot in 
the college campus is 

umbrella shed because 
it is where I can get 

together with my friends 
during the free hours. 

- KHOSHETO D VADEO

My favorite spot is 
new college campus.

- PEWE AKAMI

College resting shed. Because the 
environment is good. It is also a great 

place to look around the beautiful 
landscape of Pfutsero Town.

- VERHIYI LOHE
College cafeteria, it refresh 
me with some delicacies to 
fill my hunger and chit chat 

with the Asst. Professor. 
- WETHA KROME

I love to spend most of my 
time under the resting shed, 
I discuss things and make 

jokes with my friends.
- POTO KEZO



What is the

most valuable lesson 
learned from the college?

As good friends help me to find 
happiness and joy and not only 

that friendly are always there 
for me in my difficult situation.

- ZEWEKHRO TSUHA

The most valuable 
lesson that I’ve learned 
from this college is a 
unique relationship 

between the teachers 
and the students.
- PELO-Ü KOZA Learning is never boring.

- NEIKUTEII VENUH

I learned to be 
responsible 

person. 
- POTO KEZO

The biggest lesson college taught me is that I’m fully responsible for everything that happens to me and my success is almost entirely dependent on myself. Thank you. - KHOSHETO D VADEO

Earning your degree can certainly pay 
off by providing you with the credentials 
you need to advance your career,  but it 

isn’t all about book smarts. 
- LHICHEII LOMI

Learning how to let  go and how to move 
on. And I want to thank everyone who 
comes my way cause I have learned 

many valuable things for life. 
- SEZHOLU LASETSO

The love,care 

and joy of 

teachers and 

students.

- NEIWOUTEII 

KHUPFU

I’ve learned that there 
is more within me than 

I can ever begin to 
imagine.

- SETSIILII LOHE

Education is tough 
and if you have 

the ability to learn 
it you have the 

ability to enjoy it. 
- RHEO LEA



Tips for the juniors

Dear juniors, grasp every opportunity 
whether be it in co-curricular 
or extracurricular activities, 

opportunities come in a fantastic 
package where success awaits.

- NEIKUTE-II VENUH
Keep striving for 
your goals. Never 
give up on your 

dreams. Don’t let 
technology(mobile) 
surpass you but try 

to manage it in a 
good way. 

- VERHIYI LOHE

If you had the courage to begin. You 
should have the courage to succeed. 

- NEIWOUTEII KHUPFU 

Attend your class 
regularly because 

attendance will slap 
you so hard that 
you will regret it 

later. Stop playing 
online games like 

PUBG, ML and give 
more importance to 

your studies.
- PRETE KAPFO

Have faith in God and believe 
in yourself for if you do your 

best, God will do the rest.
- KHROTOII KAPFO

“The fear of the Lord is the 
beginning of knowledge and 

wisdom”. Whatever you do put God 
first. Try everything, equipped what 

is good and throw what is bad. 
- PEWE AKAMI 

There is nothing 
wrong with 

skipping classes 
to enjoy with 
your friends, 

as long as you 
maintain your 
percentage.

- PELO-U KOZA

When you feel like quitting, 
think about why you started. 
You will never have this day 

again so make it count.
- LHICHE-II LOMI

Snatch every 
opportunity, I tell you, 

you won’t regret it. 
- WETHA KROME



Message to my

classmate
teachers
friends

With the passage of 
time we will soon leave 

the college but we 
shall meet whenever 

possible, with the same 
ugly, energetic faces.

Thank you all
- PRETE KAPFO

Thank you all for the 
memories that I hold 
so dear in my heart. 

I’ll miss you
- LHICHE-U LOMI

Being apart of this family has brought me 
happiness, j oy and love. Thank you all 

- ZEWEKHRO 

I like the feeling of finding difficult to say 
farewell to my classmates, friends and 

teachers because it only means that I have 
found true happiness and true friendship. 

- RHEO LEA

I’ve got lots. But one 
most embarrassing one 
was, when I had a great 
fall near the Rivenburg’s 

Chapel Hall, in front of my 
crush, but I felt bit better, 
and later, great, because 

it made her smile. 
- ATOHO TSUIPU

Do not regret growing 
older, it’s a privilege 

denied to many.
- POTO KEZO

Life may be tough, things 
will get rough but through 
it all, I willalways stand tall 
and whenever you doubt 
your journey, look within.

- SEZHOLU LASETSO 

Goodbye won’t be my 
farewell bid. See you soon 
comrades. I hope life will 

turn around and let us 
meet again in future. 
- KHROTOII  KAPFO

It seems like it was 
just yesterday. The 

priceless memories and 
friendship will never be 

forgotten. And im deeply 
thankful to all my dear 
classmates for making 
my way easy and fun. 

Thank you all. 
- SETSIILII LOHE

For the past three years we gather 
together for a race. We are not all 

heading towards the same destination 
and each one of us will run different 

paths but in the end it does not matter 
what race we are running but how we 

are running the race.Thank you all. 
- KHOSHETO D VADEO
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All glory and honor to our Almighty God for the manifold blessing. I praise God for this UESI Ministry 
which has been moulding the students’ in different aspects of life and transforming many lives. It has 
been a great honor and privilege for me to serve in this E.U Ministry with amazing and wonderful 
brother and sisters in Christ.

A special thanks to EGF’s staff workers, college authority, advisors, students council, teaching and 
non-teaching staff, E.U members and all well wishers who have been supporting us spiritually, mentally 
and financially.

Message from EU

WEPRE THERIE
President EU, PGCP

Let His Name Alone Be Glorified
~Galatians 1:5

SOME ACTIVITIES TAKEN UP BY THE MINISTRY
1.  Evangelistic Retreat: It was held on 8th September 2019, under the theme “Made Alive in Christ” Ephesian 2:5. The 

resource persons were Mr. Viketou Chupou President E.G.F Kohima and Mr. Phajathung Ovung E.G.F Kohima. Altogether 
73 members participated in the retreat.

2. Talent Night: It was held on 17 November 2019, under the theme,”Design to Glorify God” when 190 members attended 
the program.

I would like to thank all my committee members for their tireless effort, the road was never easy yet love and togetherness 
made it all possible. Congratulation to us all, tenure 2019-2020 has ended successfully.



There is very little room for mediocrity today. Everyone wants the best. The maxim to give one’s best 
is echoed everywhere - magazines, books, TV, social media, etc. This indispensable criteria comes 
with the promise of reward - of thriving in life and of kudos from the world. This seems so right and 
nice until we realise that disappointment also comes along with the package. When the hard work we 
put in doesn’t bear notice and appreciation, we can get disappointed and even be discouraged from 
continuing the good work. So the question is how do we give our best without being threatened by the 
disappointment that comes with unappreciation?

OUR BEST  

Let me remind us of the times when we have given our service to God, perhaps, through the Church or related ministry. 
What did you expect in return for your service? Just God’s approval and joy, right? No matter whether the Pastor or 
others appreciate us or not, I believe we feel a sense of accomplishment when we give our best for God. So then why do 
we not feel the same way about our classroom duties, business tasks, or daily chores? The problem is with our marred 
conception of responsibilities and our motive. We divide tasks and responsibilities for two major entities – one for God and 
the other for people. Thus most of us tend to consider the responsibilities of the Church and seminary as service to God, 
and on the other hand, take all other secular responsibilities as service to the government or people. When our conception 
of responsibilities and tasks falls into this dichotomy, our efforts can become biased. We may give our best for God, but 
not for people. Thus, sadly, there are people who take for granted their duties of the world while walk the extra mile for 
the tasks related to the Church.

So what and how should we do then?
When we do “everything” with the belief that we are doing for God, we will give our best and be at our best. This attitude 
would keep us immune from the fall of mediocrity and disappointment. Even when the world fails to notice and appreciate 
us for our good efforts, we will not be disappointed because the fact that God sees and approves is enough and is a 
reward in itself. 

Ms NEITELE MERO, EGF President



Raped
Abruptly pinned against a wall of an inflexible stairwell

His icy eyes just watched,

As I duel and wail

My soul crushed with every thrust

I tried to fly away but my wings

He had crippled.

My mind was filled with bewilderment

And his with lust

A part of me fading away with every thrust.

Tears like elegant petals danced down my face,

His frozen touch like a vaccum

Sucking out the very life left in me.

Like a satin petal of rose covered by a viel of darkness

The glowing moon peeking through a blanket of stars,

It seemed so near yet so far.

Black mascara tears falls onto my cleavage and red lipstick 

smeared my filthy face,

Hair full of knots as I woke up bloody and dirty from the sound 

of rain.

I shove more pills into my mouth 

Chasing it with straight shots of whiskey as my head begins 

to swirl again,

The cigar still burning as sweet smokes tickles my nose.

The battle was over and my life

Mutilated

Closed are my sunken eyes.

He won the battle but the only thing he will ever accomplish 

in his life is me.

This is her story awakening to the pits of hell.

PFUZOTO TETSEO

BA 4th Semester, Dept. of English

The song, Our Best, written by S.C.Kirk (pub.1912)is a beautiful reminder of this 
truth - to give our best in everything because it’s for God:
1.  Hear ye the Master’s call, “Give Me thy best!”
 For, be it great or small, that is His test.
 Do then the best you can, not for reward,
 Not for the praise of men, but for the Lord.
o Refrain:

Every work for Jesus will be blest,
But He asks from everyone his best.
Our talents may be few, these may be small,
But unto Him is due our best, our all.

2. Wait not for men to laud, heed not their slight;
 Winning the smile of God brings its delight!
 Aiding the good and true ne’er goes unblest,
 All that we think or do, be it the best.
3. Night soon comes on apace, day hastens by;
 Workman and work must face testing on high.
 Oh, may we in that day find rest, sweet rest,
 Which God has promised those who do their best.

Colossians 3:23-24 says, “Whatever you do, work at it with all your heart, as 
working for the Lord, not for human masters, since you know that you will 
receive an inheritance from the Lord as a reward. It is the Lord Christ you are 
serving.”(NIV)Let us stop compartmentalizing our life for any reasons. Let us 
have the attitude of worship in all that we do - within and outside the Church 
and give our best. Then we will find joy in our duties, whether appreciated or 
unappreciated,and will be assured reward both on Earth and in Heaven.



Madam NEIPREU
She is the H.O.D, she talks softly and walks slowly. Her 
45 mins of class is not on “American Literature” but on 
“Philosophy, counselling and career guidance. She is a 
mother figure to us.

Miss MEGONO
Like a ‘sister’, like a ‘friend’, like a ‘teacher’ and like 
‘mentor’. She has all the qualities. We irritate, she scolds 
but she forgives and forgets quickly. She reminds us of 
our Madam Chandani, who always direct us that we are 
no more kids and matured enough to handle ourselves.
Miss SANO
She is the ‘Healthiest’ Assistant Professor from our 
department and she looks so scary buy ayaa….. She 
is very soft hearted from inside. She remind us, one 
should not judge people by their appearance.
Miss GRACE
She is very fond of POWERPOINT PRESENTATION. 
She reminds us that proper ‘POSTURE’ and ‘POSITION’ 
is important while presenting on Smart Board.

My Assistant Professors Department Of English

WETHA KROMEB.A 6th Semester ,Dept. of English

Metshelo-ü Mero
BA 2nd Semester, Dept. of English

BEAUTY IS OFTEN
JUDGED BY OUR LOOKS

Beauty is often judged by our looks. Are 
you skinny? Is your skin spot free and 
perfectly smooth? Is your hair luscious like 
the L’Oreal commercials? All these factors 
come into play when people define beauty, 
but that is not what beauty is about. Don’t 
believe all the media you read, it will 

mislead you and never lead you to happiness.
What defines beauty is your personality and your attitude. Someone 
could be perfectly beautiful, yet they are the most shallow and 
mean person you could ever meet.

Here are the true traits of why you’re a beautiful girl.
1. Your passion speaks louder than your looks

Your passion defines you more than your looks. You are so 
passionate, you radiate an attitude of ambition and enthusiasm.

Having something you are passionate about means you have 
goals in mind and you are not afraid to go for it. You are striving 
for success, not sitting back and saying “I can’t do that, why 
bother?” You don’t let fear hold you back, but instead you focus 
on something that will make you happy.



Determination and passion is what makes you a beautiful person.

2. You are yourself around others
You don’t let others hold you back from being yourself. To many people, showing your real face to others is terrifying. But 
you are always yourself.
You don’t let others opinions scare you into being someone else. Instead you choose to be you, flaws and all. You are truly 
a beautiful girl if you possess this quality. People can often sense when you are being fake, or notice if you are reserved 
and afraid to speak. To be able to be yourself is inspiring and beautiful, because you are putting yourself out there.

3. You don’t chase the limelight
You don’t need to be the center of attention. You are not the one who makes as much noise as they can, just to be heard.
You know that you do not need to be in the limelight to gain happiness. If you constantly aim to be in the spotlight, you are 
looking to others for validation. In actuality, you should just be yourself. People do not like characters that are always in 
your line of vision and trying to gain your attention.
You know that you can just be yourself with others, without the need to be in the limelight. People will see you as a beautiful 
girl when you are being you, not trying to persistently have all attention on you. Who can have a real conversation with 
someone who is eagerly looking around and making sure all eyes are on them?

4. You know how to talk
You know how to speak to others, with confidence and kindness. You know the importance of communicating properly. You 
do not shy away from conversation, but speak when necessary, without having an aggressive manner.
You know the value of showing interest in others, instead of speaking about yourself and yourself only. People want to 
know you are interested in speaking to them as well as listening to them. 

5. You are independent
You are someone who is independent and does not need someone to do things. This means you are not shy about doing 
tasks on your own, whether it’s going to a workout class alone or going to do the shopping on your own. You are confident 
in your own abilities and understand that you can do things alone. You never need direction from others because you trust 
your own instincts.



People love confident individuals who are happy to do things 
independently. It shows that you are self-assured and trust yourself. 
Those that aren’t sure of their own abilities tend to be indecisive. 
This gives off the impression that you have low self-esteem and do 
not love yourself. 

I am sure you will be pleasantly surprised to find you how beautiful 
you really are.

Life is a game and we are the gamblers. We 

have our roles to execute, but none of us can 

predict the twist that our life will throw at us. 

We are all players in the game of life. All of 

us gambles in a way that is unique. Some win 

and some unfortunates, fall prey to the game. 

It is not bad to gamble in life because we never 

Gamblers of Life

TEKHENGU-Ü THERIE, BA 4th Semester, Dept. of English

know how our life will end. As we go through it, there will be moments 

of ups and downs, we will meet new friends or even haters who will 

make us villains in their stories, let’s be cool about it because there’s 

no enjoyment without companions and rivals. A win is sweet and a 

loss is bitter but don’t worry, a loss is a stepping stone in life. We get 

chances in life to play again. Be convinced and play it well, because 

once the time has passed, an opportunity is lost. Master yourself in 

your game. It’s just the beginning. There is a new twist in your story 

every day. Be the best gambler of your life.

A NOTE TO PGCP

SEZHOLÜ LASETSO
BA 6th Semester, Dept. of Education

This is your love holding all strength to write you 
this letter. The first time I met you was one of the 
brightest moment in life. I tell you dear, you aren’t 
pretty but I had fallen for you at first sight. Walking 
through the twisted path of life, leaving few to 
meet new here. This is how we met.

I wonder what would happen if I haven’t met you. 
You have help me come this for. Sometimes high 
pressure of studies enters my life. Teachers with changed mask explain life and then start the uneasy test sessions which wale way students. We fight. Laugh and compete with each other. Attend lectures not to detain in the same semester every morning I wake up to meet you but sometimes bunking class was so much fun.

I love how friendly everyone is in campus everywhere I look students and staffs are there to help. teacher are friendly and their teaching are excellent welcoming and beautifully environment makes me stronger each day. my college life is coming to an end .I would like to express my gratitude for being one of your student.

No maters what comes tomorrow my love for you shall always be as strong as ever. I thank god for giving me you and shall be thankful to every moment I have spent with you .for all the love you have shown .I am really proud to be one of your student.

MELIORA
YOU LOVE 



MENU-Ü MERO
BA 6th Semester, Dept. of History

We’ll begin with a box, and the plural is boxes,

But the plural of ox should be oxen, not oxes.

Then one fowl is a goose, but two are called geese,

Yet the plural of mouse should never be meese

You may find a lone mouse or a whole nest of mice,

But the plural of house is houses, not hice.

If the plural of man is always called men,

Why shouldn’t the plural of pan be called pen?

The cow in the plural may be cows or kine

But a bow if repeated is never called bine.

And the plural of vow is vows, never vine.

If I speak of a foot and you show me your feet,

And I give you a boot would a pair be called beet?

If one is a tooth, and a whole set are teeth

Why shouldn’t the plural of booth be called beeth?

If the singular’s this and the plural is these,

Should the plural of kiss ever be nickname keese?

Then one may be that and three would be those,

Yet hat in the plural would never be hose,

And the plural of cat is cats, not cose.

We speak of a brother, and also of brethren, 

But though we say mother, we never say methren

Then the masculine pronouns are he, his and him

But imagine the feminine she, she’s and shim. 

So the English, I think, you all will agree,

Is the queerest language you ever did see. 

English is the
queerest language

ASHA RAI, BA 4th Semester, Dept. of English

It Happened to Me
Friendly Ghost

It was raining and there was a loud thundering. I was home alone in the 
evening. I reluctantly went to kitchen to ignite a fire. The weather was 
terribly stormy. I somehow felt bad for being alone as it was time to 
cook. I sat nearthe hearth and as I was about to start a fire, something 
swiftly moved behind me. There was chill all over my body and I could 
feel the shiverdown my spine. I was so alert about everything. I slowly 
looked again without turning my head and I saw an object in white. 
Terrified, sitting motionless I could not gather my courage to turn back 
and find out what it as. Horrified thoughts started to pop up and I was 
more frightened. That moment I made up my mind to really turn and see 
it to myself. So, I gathered my courage and turned my head to the left to 
see what it was. To my surprise, it was a sheet of white paper swinging to 
and fro on the floor due to wind. Sometimes imagination is more horrific 

than reality.

The Hysteric Guffaw

So it was not a sunny day. We were four in number. My friends and I decided 
to go and pluck some pears. We set off to their field and unfortunately it 
began to drizzle. Inspite of the weather we did not withdraw our plan. So 
we waited about 15 minutes for the rain to stop. As the rain stopped we 

were out to pluck the pears.
All of my friends were good at climbing and I was the only one not good 
at it. They insisted me to climb and I was convinced by them. Perhaps, it 
was the hardest climb as the three was slithery due to rain. I managed 
to climb up but unfortunately I could not come down. My friends were 
down by then. They told me to hold firm of the tree and slowly slide 
down. I was extremely fearful I could not help myself but shout and yell 
at them. They stood there laughing at me. As I could not hold anymore 
onto the tree, I freed into the bush of nettles. There was a great guffaw 
and I did not die.Therefore, same stuffs aren’t always meant for you like 

me climbing is not meant for me.



PFUTSERO, my favorite place,
Situated in the heart of Nagaland.
A small never ending green land;

Covered with flora and fauna in ample,
With grief and sorrow far beside.

And the sorrowful heart is comforted.

PFUTSERO, consider the coldest place,
With a beautiful hills

 Covered with snows in winter
With zero temperature.

But in summer, air is all sound
Of chirping birds and songs of cricket.

PFUTSERO, a passionate land,
That give me company when lonesome 

Pick me up when I fall,
Encourage me not to give up but conquer.

Gives me smile when I almost forgot to
And yes! That’s my hometown PFUTSERO.

My Hometown Pfutsero

~ Sesoweü Kupa
4Th Semester, English Department

~ Kezuvehu Khamo
B.A 4th Semester, Department of English

In the society where we all seem right,
You are right in your own way and I am certainly right in mine.

You do not know my thoughts are and I do not know what your thoughts are.
Who is to be blame for things not done?

We want to change the society,
Yet we don’t have the will to change ourselves, our mindset and our poor 

lifestyles.
When I say poor, I don’t mean wealth, I talk about our perspective to life and 

conduct.
Instead we blame each other when things don’t go our ways,

And we stress more on what others should do and less on our duties.
We live in a world where we depend on each other for things to be done.

Who is there to understand and make things right,
When we have our own excuses to defend ourselves?

We ignore our wrongs and focusses on other’s conduct.
How good will the world be,

If we could admit our wrongs,
Understand each other and put ourselves in other’s shoes to see things in 

their perspective.
Definitely we could be in a better world if we could be more patient and listen 

to each other.

Blameless

We wish to wear high brands, but we feel most comfortable in 
pajamas.

We wish to sit in Taj and Marriot with elite people, but we enjoy 
roadside food with friends the most.

We wish to own big cars and go for long ride, yet we talk our 
heart out only while walking down a long road.

We have IPod filled with songs, but sometimes a song on the 
radio brings a smile that can’t be compared.

We wish to have Android, Wi-Fi enabled mobile phones, but we 
enjoyed the most when we used to wait in ….. Public call office 

PCO.
Life is simple but we make it complex by running after what we 

don’t really need.
You can easily find a thousand teachers, but it is difficult to find 

a true disciple.

Strange But True

~ KUPUZO PURO
B.A 4Th Semester, Department of Political Science



POETRY

Of my bestial out of apprenticeship,You render your conscientious with approbation.While meandering with scruffiness of disprover,You’ve uphold it professionally with leadership.As clamping wouldn’t cause the cessation,Distress does not scuttle over.

A flustered heart with the flurry of sadnessFells the snappiness will fade away,
As thou art bound to be

An inspiration with appreciation and gratefulness.Reminding about waylay meatus feel midway;The interminable challenges which are bound to be.

Years went by with a flurry
As time sped with a scurry.

Memories of Youth
You hurt me bad, the pain is deep.

From all the promises you couldn’t keep.

All the lies, I heard you say.

Are in my head and just won’t fade.

I want to start over, I want to feel free!

But this pain will never leave me be.

When you held me you said “forever”

Now that you’re gone I know you meant “never”

Saying you love me with that look in your eye

And that was a cold hearted lie

Your tender touch, a soft kiss

Two things about you I will miss.

As I sit here thinking about you

My face is wet with tears past due

I should’ve cried a long time ago

But I loved you so

I know they say love is blind

But I had only you on my mind

A hurt so deep it cuts like a knife,

But wounds heal and I’ll go on with my life.

Chürhi Kreo, 4th Semester
Betrayal 

It was winter time.

I sat at my corridor

Gazing at zillions of dancing snowflakes

Then, I realised it was my class reunion day.

I look into the mirror and-

Good grief! My weight and chins have doubled.

It was the time when memories come forth,

Of the days in college.

Lifelong friends, a reunion of fate 

It was quite an affair, the whole class was there.

REUNION
We wined and we dined and we relish

Excitedly exchanged stories, plans and dreams,

Memories flicker, coming to life again

With laughter and tears-

Memories of friends and teachers, which no one 

can pan
Oh! How marvellous it was to meet again

After those long long years

Neikuteu venuh, 6th semester

Muzesülü Tetseo, 6th Semester 



THE SPARK

I have forgotten to believe,
To believe that love exists.
I forgot to exhale, all my dark yesterdays.
I grow, observe and realize that not every “I will 
be there” is true.
Almost every “I do care” is meaningless and 
“Forever” relationship come to an end.
The bitter truth.

The first time I looked at you,
It felt like I was daydreaming.
Everything seems to stop, the time itself.
I didn’t notice you, I repeated within.

The smile calls for one to question.
For a moment, I got so distracted by someone 
who randomly showed up;
The smile so genuine and handsome

I break the cage, 
Do away with my negative outlook to life,
I started to give myself a chance.

Following what my heart wants,
I went in search of the spark.

With flawless personality walking towards me;
The smile that no one has, I say,
I stood there thinking, what have I done?
For a moment I thought of turning,
These meetings of the eyes,
 Of which I tried to fold neatly,
 Like roses behind my earrings.
My heart tells, “Face the truth, and quench a 
test
He is the one you’ll never detest.”
I stood motionless, because there’s no denying.

Dust of starts and gleaming shadows,
Filled our combined hollow.
Now filled with the new light 
Upon this harboring feelings.

I realize that you were the sun 
That shines brightly throughout my day.
Also, the gravity that holds me down in every 
way,
You are the moon that shimmers through my 
night and to me, 
you’ll forever be the spark.

Grandpa’s love is unconditional
His love gives certain inspiration;
Humanity are mould and shape by love,
Motivational speeches through encouragement.

Grandpa’s love is everlasting love,
His love matter from all personality;
Humble and gentle thoughts flourish through 
love,
Advise characters to build self-responsibility.

Grandpa’s love is eternal love,
His love brings joy and happiness;
Peace and harmony units with love,
Influence the world of all ages.

Grandpa’s Love

~ Kezuweweu Mero
B.A 2nd Semester, Department of History



Grandpa’s love is unconditional

His love gives certain inspiration;

Humanity are mould and shape by love,

Motivational speeches through encouragement.

Grandpa’s love is everlasting love,

His love matter from all personality;

Humble and gentle thoughts flourish through love,

Advise characters to build self-responsibility.

Grandpa’s love is eternal love,

His love brings joy and happiness;

Peace and harmony units with love,

Influence the world of all ages.

Grandpa’s Love

Kezuwe-ü Mero

B.A 2nd Semester, Department of History

Earth formed around 4.5 billion years ago....Approximately one-third the age of the universe, 
So many things took place. Atom bonding with other atom to form a 

molecule. 
Molecule work with  molecule  to form a compound, 
Collision after collision, Through dust and thinEverything was colliding with each other.Everything mixed up.Billions of human beings formed, Years and years, Decades after decades. Finally!!!! when atmosphere started to enrich oxygen and oxygen started 

to give life, 
When the world fought against all evil and When the world turned into the most beautiful planet. 

Your parents met! Fighting every obstacles, Enduring every pain and suffering, Enjoying every bit of life, Happily having you in their  arms. Here you are! Stepping into the  world formed 4.5 billion years ago. 
You became my favorite being on the planet,I called you by the name ‘LION’  because you love the name lion. 

You are the lovelist person amongst the lovelier one’s. 
You completes me with your love. Thousands and thousands of people, yet! You chose me. 

I  found you, my lion. I’ve found you!

Ca Agnes Dukru

Lion
They say when I laugh,

Guess what? That make’s great sense.

She taught me to smile,

When things went wrong and rough,

I’ve got her spirit, she got my back,

I just wanted to be her.

She’s strong, Frank and pure,

She is grace, and angel, my heart and soul,

She does it all.

Gentle at heart and so determined.

Her flaws as pretty, she carries.

Leave’s me in awe how she tackle,

She’s the strongest angels of all.

Precious was she, to me.

Yet time call’s and she had to leave.

She left, but remain warm in my heart.

I could still feel her prayer so strong

I could feel her blessing upon me.

Time we spend were the best moment of all time.

She mould me, who I am today.

So, like her when I love,

I give it all I’ve got.

When I’m down and scared, I bow

And pray like my mother taught me.

When I’m weak and not pretty,

I know I’m beautiful and strong like her

I’m so blessed for her guidance, to get me this far.

Now, I heard people saying,

I’m starting to look like more of my mother,

And that’s why I’d like to be her.

I’d like to be 
her



Art By
VEKHOCÜYI CHOTSO

BA 4th Semester

Art By
KÜVEHÜTO MEDEO

BA 4th Semester

ARTWORKS



WELHI KHAPE
BA 2nd Sem., Dept. of English

“A simple ride to obscure destination, Solitude, sometimes that 
all we need,To overlook the bitter tease of life and find peace.”

KEZUVEHU KHAMO
BA 4th Sem. Dept. of English



METSHELO-Ü MERO
BA 2nd Sem., Dept. of English 

“The untouchable design.”

WETSHO KAPFO
B.A 4th Sem., General

“A mother’s love is beyond measure,
A love that is expressed in the purest form,clogged with tender.”

SURHOTALÜ TUNYI
BA 2nd Sem., Dept. of Political Science
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PFUTSERO GOVERNMENT COLLEGE STUDENTS UNION 2019-2020
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Pelo-ü Koza
Aesthetic Secretary
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Kozote Tsido
Woman Coordinator

Khosheto D Vadeo
Vice President



Thupuruyo Hesuh
Magazine Secretary

 Lelhi Mero
Representative To ANCSU

 Rheo Lea
Games & Sports Secretary

Kezuvehu Khamo
Magazine Secretary

Chürhi Kreo
Cutural & Literary Secretary

Wekhrotso Krome
Cutural & Literary Secretary

Pfuzoto Tetseo
Asst.gen Secretary

Kachie Khupfu
Publicity & Information

Kupe Lasuh
Aesthetic Secretary



3rd July 2019  : College re-open-1st, 3rd & 5th Semester classes to resume
19th – 23rd July 2019 : Combine Internal Assessment- First Round.
24th July 2019  : Classes resume.
26th July 2019(Friday) : 37thFreshers’ Day
29th July 2019  : Mass Social Work in the playground.
30th July- 3rd August 2019 : College Week - Games & Sports and Literary Day.
12th August 2019  : Id-ul-Zuha (Holiday)
15th August 2019  : Independence Day
17th August 2019(Sat) : Cultural Day
24th August 2019(Sat) : Janmashtami(Holiday)
30th Aug-3 Sept.2019 : Combine Internal Assessment Test-Second Round .
4th September 2019 : Classes resume
9th September 2019 : Submission of 1st,3rd& 5th Semester Internal Assessment Marks &Class attendance percentage.
10th September 2019 : HOD/Consideration Committee meeting at 12:00 noon.
11th& 12th Sept.2019 : Odd Semester Examination form fill up with exam fees for all students  Who have qualified in  
     internal Assessment & class attendance (Regular and Repeaters).
13th September  : Classes resume.
25th – 26th Sept.2019 : Issue of Admit Cards- Odd Semester Examination.
2nd Oct.2019  : Mahatma Gandhi’s Birthday(Holiday)
3rd – 22nd Oct.2019  : Tentative date of Nagaland University Odd Semester Examination.
7th – 8th Oct.2019  : Durga Puja (Holiday)
27th Oct.2019  : Diwali.
1st November 2019 : Declaration of 1st 3rd& 5th Semester Examination Result 
4th – 5th November 2019 : Re-admission to 2nd ,4th& 6th Semester for all qualified students.
6th November 2019 : Commencement of 2nd ,4th& 6th Semester classes.
10th November 2019 : Id-E-Milad.
12th November 2019 : Guru Nanak’s Birthday (Holiday)
16th November 2019 : Parent – Teacher Association Meet.
30th November 2019 : Alumni Day 
1st December 2019 : State Inauguration Day.
6th December 2019 : Staff Meeting – Half day class.
7th Dec 2019 to 15th Jan : Semester Break (Winter vacation)
16th January 2020  : College Re-opening Day for the academic session 2020 Commencement of 2nd, 4th& 6th   
     Semester Classes. Faculty meeting at 12:00 noon (Half day class).

  PFUTSERO GOVERNMENT COLLEGE
ACADEMIC YEAR CALENDER FOR 2019-2020

N.B.   1. Dates for other co-curricular activities not mentioned above will be notified separately.



In this land of ethereal charm
Vibrant with nature sights and sounds,

Stand Pfutsero College tall
Every generation to educate and empower.

MELIORA….Our song and aspiration
Body, mind and spirit.

God- fountain of all knowledge,
Be Thou our guiding light

As we grow in wisdom and stature
MELIORA, MELIORA, MELIORA…. For God and for country.

THE COLLEGE ANTHEM

Composed By
LALBOI T. SINGSIT

Vice Principal, Pfutsero Government College
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